
SHIPWRECKED                                                

Humanity’s Mari-Time in Hell 

- Lost At Sea from Berth to the Graven -  

Maritime Law (Ad-Mire-All-T) = 10 of Wands (Tarot) = Oppression (Saturn in Sagittarius) 

 

Law of Admiralty/Maritime/Law of the Seas (brought on land via legal name contracts/consenting) 

Admiralty law also covers many commercial activities, although land based or occurring wholly on land, 

that are maritime in character. (the NAME, the N-Am-Me, the ENEMY, the ANU-ME(a new me),           

the ANU ‘knock’ ME) 

Legal Name Game: SHIPWRECKED (The Game of E-File) (Legal Name Contract = 7th House/Astrology) 

E-File = Consciousness filed, turned into paper (Paper Puppets/Voodoo Dolls)/Legal Name Enslavement 

Pedophiles = Pad-Of-Files (Legal Name) 

Humanity is mainly a cross between 2 groups of ShipWreck (Flotsams and Jetsams). 

The masses/Humanity is Lost At Sea and can be categorized based on maritime laws of salvage.                       

(Slavery and Black Magic Soul Trapping/Tapping – Keeping people Trapped in the Trapezoid) 

Trapezoid = Bottom portion of the Pyramid (Trapezoid = Trapped/T-Raped-Azo(Light)-I.D.)                         

Your True Light trapped or raped. (Order of the Trapezoid/Church of Satan etc.) 



 

The FLOTSAMS meet the JETSAMS / The Flintstones meet the Jetsons: The Hidden Battle between the 

LAGANS and the DERELICTS 

Legal Name Illusions = Black Magic Spells, the legal name is a FRAUD, it’s SLAVERY, it’s CROWN 

COPYRIGHT OWNED, it’s the Mark of the Beast O.G.  

Law of Salvage: A Legal Name Slave is Lost at Sea. The system claims the name slave PERSON as its 

PROPERTY. The PERSON consents to be the NAME and gives up all rights under full submission to the 

dead corpse CROWN BAR Satanists. Everyone using a legal name is actually lost at sea/wreckage as well 

as being in a Morganatic Marriage with the system i.e. the Wife/the Bitch/Wafe = Slave 

Morganatic Marriage: (the marriage between a legal name slave PERSON and the STATE, the STATE 

being the Husband of Higher RANK, the wife being the name slave(s)) 

In the context of royalty, a morganatic marriage, sometimes called a left-handed marriage is a marriage 

between people of unequal social rank, which prevents the passage of the husband's titles and 

privileges to the wife and any children born of the marriage. (Legal Name Game) 

Also taking place is a G.ammet I.ntraF.alopian T.ransfer (GIFT). (Birth Cert. Registration)                         

See Black’s Law Dictionary (conception OUTSIDE of the WOMB = LEGAL NAME DEAD BABY) 

 

 

 

Flotsam, Jetsam, Lagan and Derelict     

(Legal Name Fraud) 

specific kinds of shipwreck (wreckage (n.) ship = mind + wreck = destroyed mind 

1814, "fact of being wrecked," from wreck (v.) + -age. Meaning "remains of a wrecked thing" is from 1832.) 

General sense of "remains of anything that has been ruined" 
 

The legal name reality is living in the Wreck-Age.  

WRECK = a LEGAL NAME’R 

HULL/SHIP = the Mind 

CARGO = the body (car-G-o), the physical connections/attachments to the system, your baggage. 

The WORDS have specific nautical meanings, with LEGAL consequences. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shipwreck
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=wreckage&allowed_in_frame=0
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=wreck&allowed_in_frame=0
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=-age&allowed_in_frame=0


Law of Salvage 

Ownership of a wreck is a highly controversial issue, as there are no clear lines 

within which it is defined. It may be acquired through various means that range 

from succession to confiscation. There is also a distinction to be made between the ownership 

of the hull itself and the cargo it contains, as the hull may be abandoned intentionally, whereas 

the cargo may be out of necessity (in the case of an emergency or the need to shed weight from 

the vessel). In these parameters, abandonment of the ship by its passengers constitutes as a loss 

of possession, but to abandon the claim on the title itself, 

INTENTION to relinquish it is required. This affects wrecks by 

limiting that which is considered “abandoned”. Generally, a ship is defined as “abandoned” if 

there is no hope of recovery, known legally as Sine spe recuperandi (which is the Latin phrase 

for "no hope of recovery"), and this fact must be clearly proven by the salvaging party. It must 

also occur on navigable waters. 

Relinquish = Real-Ink-Wish(Losing the Legal Name or Death Wish via Legal Name)                 

Re-Link-Ish (Man connecting back to Heart/Self/Source or the Death Cycle Time Trap) 

No Hope of Recovery = Any/All Fallen Legal Namer(s)/Corpse-Orations 

(Navigable Waters = Must Occur within Maritime Commerce Legal Jurisdiction i.e. the 

LEGAL NAME GAME) 

The term “salvage” is used to indicate a salvage operation, as well as the subsequent awarded 

compensation. It is considered a voluntary service rendered in cases such as danger to the wreck, 

or the surrounding navigable waters. In terms of compensation, it is seen as being awarded to 

anyone who voluntarily assisted in the recuperation of the wreck, whether it be saved from 

upcoming danger, or from loss. 

The Law of Salvage finds its origins in the Roman practice of negotiorum gestio, which dictated 

that one who preserved or improved upon the property of another, was owed compensation from 

the owner, even if the service was not requested by the latter. The law did not apply to maritime 

regulations, but were the basis for following ordinances, such as the Marine Ordinance of 

Trani, which stated that a “finder” was to be rewarded, whether the owner claimed the goods 

or not. The laws have evolved since negotiorum gestio, and today, in the United States, a salvor 

who voluntarily brings the goods back into port may legally lay claim to them, or deliver them to 

a marshal, in return for a reward.
[5]

 

Flotsam 

Also known as “flotsan”, the term “flotsam” refers to a sunken vessel whose goods float to the 

surface of the sea, or any floating cargo that is cast overboard.
[5]

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Navigability
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_of_salvage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Negotiorum_gestio
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flotsam,_jetsam,_lagan,_and_derelict#cite_note-Norris-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flotsam,_jetsam,_lagan,_and_derelict#cite_note-Norris-5


In terms of maritime law, the definition of flotsam pertains to goods that are floating on the 

surface of the water as the result of a wreck or an accident. As there is no clear way of defining 

ownership, one who discovers a flotsam is allowed to claim it, unless someone claims ownership 

to the items in question.
[6]

 

Jetsam 

The term “jetsam” designates any cargo that is intentionally discarded from a ship or wreckage. 

Legally jetsam also floats, although floating is not part of the etymological meaning. 
[7]

 

Generally, “jettisoning” connotates the action of throwing goods overboard to lighten the load of 

the ship if it is in danger of being sunk.
[5]

 

Per maritime law, one who discovers these artifacts is required to return them to their rightful 

owner only in the case that the latter makes a legally abiding claim.
[6]

 

Lagan 

Also called “Ligan”, the term refers to goods that are cast overboard and are heavy enough to 

sink to the ocean floor, but are tied or otherwise linked to a floating marker, such as a buoy or 

cork, so that they can be found again by whoever marked the item. Lagan can also refer to large 

objects that are trapped within the sinking vessel.
[5]

 

According to maritime law, a buoy, or otherwise floating object, constitutes as sufficient grounds 

in laying claim to an artifact. In other words, when faced with a lagan, one is required to return 

the artifact to its rightful owner.
[6]

 

Derelict 

“Derelict” can refer to goods that have sunk to the ocean floor, relinquished willingly or 

forcefully by its owner, and thus abandoned, but which no one has any hope of reclaiming. 

In terms of maritime law, derelict is considered property abandoned on navigable waters which 

has no hope of being recovered, or sine spe recuperandi, and no expectation of it being 

returned to its owner, or sine animo revertendi.
[5]

 

 

RECEIVER OF WRECK: Main Task = PROCESS Reports of Wreck, in the Interest of both the 

OWNER(Crown Corps) and the FINDER(legal namer). (Receiver of Wreck = Government 

Official/Employee/Police Officer, Doctor etc.) 

So the legal name birth certificate contract made everyone a FLOTSAM or a JETSAM. The after birth hit 
that ocean floor (hospital/ward, law of admiralty/commerce), nobody claimed it. The regis-turd bawdy is 
claimed by the STATE/Crown Corpse. Very few are born as LAGANS, and even fewer, if any, are born as 
DERELICTS completely out of the system. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flotsam,_jetsam,_lagan,_and_derelict#cite_note-Colombia_Electronic_Encyclopedia-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flotsam,_jetsam,_lagan,_and_derelict#cite_note-Shorter_OED-7
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flotsam,_jetsam,_lagan,_and_derelict#cite_note-Norris-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flotsam,_jetsam,_lagan,_and_derelict#cite_note-Colombia_Electronic_Encyclopedia-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buoy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flotsam,_jetsam,_lagan,_and_derelict#cite_note-Norris-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flotsam,_jetsam,_lagan,_and_derelict#cite_note-Colombia_Electronic_Encyclopedia-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flotsam,_jetsam,_lagan,_and_derelict#cite_note-Norris-5


Birth by C-Section (Cesarean = Julius Caesar) Caesar/Khazar/Seizure/Seize Her/SeaShore 

Cease (dead, cease to exist, stop) – Sess (taxes, sewage) 

Sea(water/truth/maritime)-Sir(Sirius/Left/Serpent/Wisdom)-Ion(Power/Source/Energy/Light)            

C-Section = Sea Sect Ion   |   Sea Sexed On                                                                                                                

See Cesti (Cestui Que Vie Trust/Legal Name Slave Bond Birth Certificate) Ion 

C (Heart Note/Frequency/Tone/Vibration) Open womb of Creation 

Se (Herself, Himself, Itself in Latin) the Trinity/Creation 

Sect (Cult/Group/Corps/Association) – Sect = S-Ect (Serpent Creation), Secured/ Social Security 

Number/ Sec. = Seconds = Mercury (Satan) – Sect = Sexed (S-Hexed/S-X’d/Saturn/Satan) 

Sea Sections secure the LEGAL NAME death bond contracts of lies, fraud, deceit, deception and non-

disclosure for the Owners of said Contracts (birth certificate) so as long as said LEGAL NAMER doesn’t 

find out the TRUTH and remove themselves from the Beast Cyst-Stem. 

Babies are sold into slavery at the Hospital (prison)Wards. The parents are deceived into registering the 

baby without being told in full disclosure as to what it means to register birth certificates and create 

legal names. The system feeds off of the ignorance of the unaware parent who is also a LEGAL NAME 

SLAVE. The babies are sacrificed to the Cult of LEGAL/League Hell/Crown Corps Temple B.A.R. 

Priests/Ba’al/Satanic Pedophile Crown Corpse Oration. 

Frauds that are understood, recognized and revealed, at any point  of realization become NULL and 

VOID on the spot.  Null and Void = No more contract. Nunc Pro Tunc and Tunc Pro Nunc = Now for then 

and then for now, ab initio ad infinitum. 

Maritime = A Sea Section is performed(per-formed = duality formed or pure formed), a ShipWreck is 

created and an Abortion is initiated. The ShipWreck/Baby is then 

labeled/tagged/registered/branded/defined and a Morganatic Marriage begins. A Gammet Intrafalopian 

Transfer (GIFT) takes place (Black’s Law Dictionary). Basically, some Heavy Black Magic is going down. 

Ownership is made and slavery endures via LEGAL NAME SLAVE Death/Birth Certificate Contracts. 

Ownership = Own-Ur-Ship / Own-Your-Mind | Mind-Your-Own (backwards = Piss on the N.W.O., mind 

your own business). If you don’t own your ship/mind then someone else will, most likely the Crown 

Legal System One World Religion.  

The B.C.(birth cert) is the Before Christ(Source) which when created becomes the D.C.(Death Contract or 

the Direct Current) or the food for the Parasites/Dark Forces/Reptilians/Demons/Satan/your Lower 

Nature Consuming You, etc. Your Soul Energy is then Harvested and it endures all the while being under 

Contract via FreeWill Consent Manipulations/Coercions/Black Magic Trickery (LEGAL NAME) 

 



FLOTSAM, JETSAM, LAGAN and DERELICT (and the hidden 5th Element/Aries-Ment/Most High Mind) 

Most PERSONS or SHIPWRECKS are either FLOTSAMS/Flintstones or JETSAMS/Jetsons. Different levels 

of Right/Left brain Nature. Flotsams are more Right Brain, Jetsams are more Left Brain, and of course 

there’s all sorts of Crossing of Energies/Your Unique Birth Chart Zodiac Layout. It’s generally some sort 

of mixture of the two. 

Those that are above the “law”/legals, the wealthy, the “royal”/roil, Jesuit bankers, world leaders, evil 

black magicians etc. etc. are in the ShipWreck category called LAGAN. They are STILL ATTACHED, 

actually they are THE MOST ATTACHED to the Cyst-Stem of Death/Legality Cult. 

The few that actually wake up to THE TRUTH, the True Children of Christ, can be known as the 

DERELICTS, the 4th ShipWreck Category(Katie/KT-Coure/Core-E/9).  

After Derelict, one is then able to collapse the Quad to the middle, zero point(Se-Rho-Point/Serpent), 

the place/point of Perfect Balance. The 5th Age = 5D Love, Fifth Dimensional Fornication (the Heart 

Space/Home/Coma Berenices 45/55, Virgo). 

In order to think that something is ILLEGAL, one would have to already believe in what is LEGAL, i.e. 

think legality holds any bearing. Legality is NOT REALITY. 

The LAGAN is “All In”, they have a LEG IN this game. Evil destroys itself when enough Flots/Jets become 

De-Relic’d (Lose the NAME). The LAGAN will then have no choice but to devour and feed on each other 

as is already happening. Then for the first time in who knows how long, there will be nobody hindering 

anyone from ENTERING WITHIN. The keys of knowledge and Truth shall be opened for everyone. Lose 

the Relic (I.D.), be De-Relic’d/Derelict. 

 

 

Definitions/De-Phoenicians/The Finite Ions/Phi Night Ions: 

DERELICT: Upper Right Quadrant/Right Brain + Female Magnetic 

Derelict = Te-Re-Ect/Tear-Erect = Penis ripped off = Osiris= OS(Open)-Iris(Eye) = Single Eye/Pineal/Christ 

Der-Elect = (Most High God/Truth) Standing in Truth (No Legal Name)                                                                  

Tera(Earth/Physical/Material) – Wrecked = Spiritual-Ness/Zero Point/Perfect Balance                                 

Derelict = Removal of the False I.D. Doll/Graven Image/Beast Mark                                                       

Derelict = T/Te (Truth or “You, nothing sweeter than You”) – Rho(Spirit Breath) – Leaked                              

Derelict = Tererict = Terrorist = One who walks in Truth (Tora-Wrist/Tarot-Ist)                                                  

Terror-Rict(Rictor Scale/Earthquake), Derelict = Dairy-Laced/Licked 

 

 



LAGAN: Upper Left Quadrant/Left Brain + Male Electric 

Lagan = Ligon / Lycon,Werwolf / Laggin’ or Lag-An (lagging/slow heart), L/Ell-Icons(LEGAL NAME)                                                         

Lagan = Law-Gone (disregard for God’s Laws/Truth, replacing them with Man’s Laws/Legality)              

Lagan = backwards = Naga-Ell (Naga = Serpent/Wisdom/Creation,- Ell = Mundane Light) False Light 

Worshippers/Reptilians etc.  (Or it can also mean The Most High, True Light/The Christ/The Truth)                                                                                                                                                           

Lagan = Lega(L)-N / Legal-N = Infinite Legality = Forever Fake, Infinite Illusions/Maya = Time Trap                                 

Lagan = Ell-Gen(Generative/Genesis/Genes), Ell-Djin (Ell-N Djin-Eros), Le-Cain(Left Brain)                          

Lagan = Ell/L –Again (Repeat Cycle) (Lagan = Ra-Ka-N/Rock On/Solid Heart of Truth) 

 

FLOTSAM: Lower Right Quadrant/Right Brain - Female Magnetic (FLINTSTONES) 

Sam (Unlce Sam the Meat Packer/Lower Carnal Mind, Death Worshippers) (2-Cain Sam) (Son of Sam)  

Legal Namers are Sons of Sam (Serial Killers/Licentious/Demon Possessed) 

Sam backwards is Mas, Mas = Birth/More/Maze 

Flotsam = Flow-T/S-AM, Fa-Lot-Sa-M, Flow-T-Seam, Floats-AM (the I AM/Christ)                               

Flotsam = Flat-Sam(Legal Name Paper Slave), Flawed-Sam or Flawed-Sum(I AM),  Float-Some                                                      

Flotsam = Float(balance)-Sum(I AM), I AM Balanced                                                                                     

Flotsam = Flawed/Flat/Float-S.I.M.S(Simulations/Sim City) 

 

JETSAM: Lower Left Quadrant/Left Brain - Male Electric (JETSONS) 

Jetsam = Jet(Eject/Penetrate)-Sam                                                                                                                        

Jetsam = Ye-T/t-S-I AM = The Crucified Savior, I AM                                                                                        

Jetsam = Djed-Sam/Sum/Sim/Some (Raising the Djed = Physical/Egypt, Spiritual/Kundalini)                                 

Jetsam = Jitsu-M, Jetsam = Get-Some 

 

Jesuits = Ye-Suits or Ye-Su-I.D.’s (Suits/Clones/Hive Mind/Legal Namer’s)                                            

(Pushers of Theories as if they’re somehow FACTS: Globe/Gravity/Evolution/Space/Big Bang/Legal Name 

Contracts etc.) Deceivers                                     

Maritime = Mare(Horse/Sagittarius)-Time(Saturn) or Mars-Time = Saturn in Sagittarius = Oppression              

M-Aries-Time = Saturn in Aries = Doesn’t like to take RISKS. The system doesn’t like RISKS (Derelicts)              

Marie(Virgo)-Time = Saturn in Virgo = Highlights FLAWS in INDIVIDUALS and SYSTEMS                         

(Legal Name Fraud)                           



Risk = Sir-Ka (Sirius/Serpent-Spirit) (Circle/Circus/Circuit) – Backwards = Ka(fem.)-Sir(masc.)                           

Risk = Rho-Isis-Ka = Spirit Breath of the Divine Feminine Spirit                                                                        

Risk = Kisser(Ass)/Khazar(Sluggards)/Kaiser(Emperor)/Rise-K/Curse or Cures  

The CROWN does not like to take RISKS when it comes to their SLAVES (LEGAL NAME GAME)             

Crown = Clown(s)/Clones/Crone(Saturn/Satan)/G-Loan/G-Low-N/Crow-N/Grown 

 

FLOTSAMS/FLINTSTONES and JETSAMS/JETSONS additional info 

Flintstones – Sept 30 1960 – April 1 1966 (April Fools Day) (6 years) 

Jetsons – Sept 23 1962 – March 17 1963 (Solar New Year’s/St. Patrick’s Day) 

Jetsons Meet Flintstones (92 minutes = 9-11) – Sept 12 1987 (1 day after 9-11, 14 years prior(77))         

Also, 9-12-1987 = 9-11 (12 = 3, 1987 = 7)(7 + 3 = 10 = 11) 

Hanna-Barbara = H(Eta/Infinite)-Anna(Heart) – Barbar(Beer)-A(Christ Mind)                                               

The Christ Mind has a Drunken Heart Infinitely or the Infinite Heart is Drunk on Anti Christ/Babylonian 

ways.  

H-Anna-Be-Arbor-Ra = Phoenix rising from the Ash to become the True Heart, the Bark of Ra or the 

Infinite Heart of All that IS. 

Hanna-Barbara ran by a dead corpse named ABC. ABC = 84 = Infinite Time Loop or Hex(Sex = S-Hex) 

Sinewave Hex = Time (6D = Ego) 

 

Meditation reference from “The Jetsons meet the Flintstones”.  At the end of the movie, Fred’s Car 

Absorbed the Quadra Potents allowing it to function and take him back to the correct Time Line. 

Fred(Light) Car(Body)/Pineal absorbed the Quadra Potents(Chrism/Christos/Mana from Heaven/Quanta 

Key/Ankh/Light Within), allowing him to go to his True Home(Source/Home/Heaven etc.) 

Fred = Fa-Red(Emotional Heart), Infared(Crown Chakra/Pineal) 

The Quadra Potents were figured out after the Jetsons gave back all LEGAL CONTRACTS.                                 

Gamma Gamma to the 6th Power = ( I I x 6 ), (66), (33 x 2), (8), (88), (9-11), (Duality-Sex/S-Hex), 

Gemini Mind (Spiritual Minded) 

 

 

 

 



There where 2 Follow-Up films: 

Rockin’ with Judy (Tribe of Judah/Tribe of Light) 1988 (88) 

Flintstone Kids “Just Say No” Special (Just say no to Legal Name Games) 1988 (88) 

Drugs = Legal name I.D. Contracts – (D-Ru-G) = Duality Thickener Hex = Someone who is Hexed Thick 

into Duality Thinking/Babylonian Lifestyle 

The Lagans want to keep the Truth on the D-L (Down Low/Secret). 

D = Derelict                                                                                                                                                                           

L = Lagan 

The Lagan do not want the Truth to get out to the masses( the Flotsam and Jetsam ), therefore, they do 

everything they can to weed out the Derelicts for fear of “Converting” people to the Truth. For if too 

many people see the light, then the more everyone will realize that the Lagan are not needed in the way 

that they currently are fall-lowing. 

The 2 electric eels in the Little Mermaid feature where named, “Flotsam and Jetsam”. Their Master was 

the Sea Witch, Ursula.  

Ursula = Ursa-Law = Aries God of War/ Maritime Admiralty Law. Ursula of course, also means Christ (The 

Sun, Exalted in Aries – Ursa-Law) or Ur-Sa-La (Eternal Flame of Creations Law/Heart) 

 The Left Brain consists of the JETSAM and the LAGAN (JETLAG). For relief from the Left Brain, one must 

get Deep, Dark and Quiet (Meditation). 

Relief = Help/Assist/Removal = Re-Live(physical reincarnation/time cycle), Re-Leave(Leaving Home),                                              

Re-Leaf = (To be in CONTRACT with the Legal Name Game, Leaf being a reference to paper or the Loose 

Leaf I.D. entity Paper Per-Sun that a diluted slave may think they are.)                                                             

Relief = Reel I’ve = Movie Reel I Have = We are each Stars in our own Movie of Life.                                        

Real-Eve = Real Truth, True Reality           

 JETLAG = Jetsam and Lagan. Relief from JETLAG = Through Meditation, Shut down the thoughts 

(Jetsam/Lagan) of the mind(Airplane) and become one with 

God/Source/Christ/Consciousness/Creation/Center/Self/All that Is, etc. 

The Wreckage = The Ra-Cage (Caged Heart via Admiralty Legal Name Slavery)                                            

The Wreckage = The Rock Age = The Stone Age = Flintstones/Flotsam (The Stoned Age)                           

The Rock of Truth or Saturns Carbon Material Matrix                                                       


